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London Redact & Shanghai Redact
Bill Aitchison

London Redact. Original size 95 x 70 cm

The two maps, London redact and Shanghai Redact, are part of a larger series of map
works from cities around the world that apply a similar methodology. They are heavily
redacted public transport maps that leave just traces of their former selves in the form of
clipped names from stations. These two, London and Shanghai, are in English and Chinese,
others are in French and German and Hong Kong is a bilingual piece which reflects the city’s
mixed cultural history.
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Shanghai Redact. Original size 117 x 110 cm

I wanted these maps to capture the sense of walking through an unfamiliar city and
experiencing it as a succession of sites. This contrasts with the way I see transport maps
which position the viewer outside of and above the hubbub of the street. I have tried to do
this by removing the sense of ownership and specificity that is often present in place names,
hence St James’s Park is rendered Park in this sort of map. Although the Chinese place
names operate in a similar way, due to the particularities of both the language and city, the
result is quite different. A great many locations there are named after other Chinese cities or
regions in much the same way we have, for example, Oxford Street in the centre of London.
In these cases, I did not clip the name to the more interesting ‘ford’ but kept with ‘street’ as
the ford that is referred to in the name is one in Oxford and not one in the centre of London.
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What emerges, then, is a description of sites dotted around these two cities: roads, parks
and avenues in the centre, hills, fields and forests towards the periphery. Other patterns can
be read too, such as the presence of the two rivers, the Thames and the Huangpu, that cut a
swathe across the page. Of the two cities, London comes across as the more pastoral and
here the age of the city and conventions around the naming of sites may well be the
significant factors. Shanghai, being a much more modern city, can allow itself the indulgence
of clearing an area of the suburbs for development and naming the accompanying station
Software Park. That would probably never happen in London, its land being long occupied,
and thus named, and its self-identity tending be drawn from looking backwards into its
history rather than forwards into its future.
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These maps are only one direction of my artistic practice. I not only make prints and
collages, I also write texts more broadly, work in sound, video and, perhaps most of all, in
performance. One line of performances takes the form of city tours: guided tours of guided
tours, tours that deliberately get lost, a tour of the city’s “hyper-heritage.” A general trend
running across all of these is an interest in the city and the specificity of site. I have therefore
visited and even made work in and about many of the places that feature on these maps as
the city is for me both a canvas and a subject matter in its own right.
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